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Abstract
Experimental and numerical research have been performed to investigate the Wavy Leading Edge
(WLE) effect on the rectangular wing. The WLE is inspired by humpback whale flipper morphology
which is blunt and rounded in certain form pattern. This flipper shape plays an important role for
its behaviour specially capturing their prey. This advantage could be applied to other systems such
as fin stabilizers or wind turbines. Steady cases in various aspect ratios were conducted to find out
the optimum effect of WLE with baseline NACA 0018 profile at Reynolds number 1.4 x 105. The
chord length of the wing (c) was 125 mm. The WLE shape defined as wavelength (W) 8% of c and
amplitude (d) is 5% of c. The aspect ratio (AR) variations were 1.6; 3.9; 5.1; 7.9 and 9.6. A simple
rectangular form of the wing was selected to analysis the WLE effect on the various ARs. The taper
wing shape is applied to find out the WLE effect at the AR 7.9. three types of taper ratio (TR) are
0.1; 0.3 and 0.5. The results show that the WLE on the taper wing has better advantage to control
the stall in steady case. Another impressive result was the WLE wing with AR 7.9 and TR 0.3 has the
best lift coefficient and pressure distribution.
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INTRODUCTION
Inspired by humpback whale flipper which has unique shape around its leading
edge. It has capability to catch their prey with blunt and round form in the leading edge.
It was described in Figure 1. Pioneer research has been done by Fish, et. al. [1] explored
the morphology of humpback whale flipper. Its flipper had typical design to improve
hydrodynamic performance. The tubercle on the leading edge of its flipper has an
important role to increase the lift and delaying stall [2]. Talking about application of bioinspired technology, the tubercle has a potential function in the design control of fluid
flow such as on the fin stabilizer and wind turbines [3].

Figure 1. Humpback Whale with tubercles on flipper leading edge
(http://oceanwideimages.com)
Experimental research using a scallop flipper were employed by Miklosovic et. al.
[4], [5]. The scallop flipper has an impressive performance to delay stall and increase the
lift force after stall condition. The flow behavior and lift forces generation on tubercles
wing has been explored by Hansen et. al., [6], [7], [8]. Most effective tubercles were
found for smallest amplitude and wavelength that able to acquire the higher lift
coefficient. Counter-rotating vortex was found in the tubercles. Arai et. al. [9], [10]
conducted experimental and numerical research to find out the mechanism of stall delay
on the wavy leading edge (WLE) wing. They found that the WLE wing can restrain flow
separation and delay stall.
Another experimental research was done by Huang et. al. [11] that explored effect
of protuberances leading edge on the Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines (HAWT). The
protuberances leading edge were effectively delay the stall. Lin et. al. [12] performed
research with wavy leading edge and wavy trailing edge wing on the VAWT. They
applied the SST k-ω turbulence model in their numerical research. The wavy leading
edge has capability to increase the thrust force than the wavy trailing edge. Wang et. al.
[13] conducted a research using serration of leading edge on the VAWT with rotating
motion. The flow separation was significantly suppressed due to existence of serration
on the leading edge. Shi et. al. explored the undulated leading edge on tidal turbines.
Their result was the undulated leading edge has a stable hydrodynamic performance for
varied current speed and waves.
Javaid et. al. [14] performed the experimental and numerical work for underwater
glider application between rectangular and tapered wing. Even though the taper wing
has lower lift force, it could improve the dynamic stability. Similar research has been
done by Wei et. al. [15] using tubercles on tapered swept back wing for underwater
glider application. The tubercles wing leads to a longer cruise range. Our recent research
obtained an experimental of wavy leading edge which is applied to the rectangular and
taper wing. The taper wing with WLE able to acquire the lift coefficient after stall
condition. The WLE has suppression effect on taper wing.
The WLE is not the only one device to control the fluid flow on the wing. Other
devices that used to control the stall are Vortex Generator (VG), Elevated Wire (EW) and
cavity [16]. The cavity acted as a reservoir of flow and no beneficial effect after stall
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condition. The VG and EW able to improve the post-stall characteristics of the wing. But
the VG is inefficient to improve the lift forces after stall condition. VG able to suppress
the stall below angle of attack 20° [17]. Due to the effectiveness to control the stall, the
WLE was applied in this research.
The above studies were mentioned have clarified that the WLE on the wing has
favorable lift coefficient after stall condition. This is a potential benefit to apply in
practical application such as fin stabilizer and wind turbine. There is no research
observing the optimum aspect ratio on the WLE wing. Beside that the WLE effect on the
wing shape should be explored to find out the maximum advantages by using WLE
application. In this study, two types of wing shape were given as comparison.
METHODS
Experimental Method
A NACA 0018 profile was chosen as baseline wing in this study. The experimental
study has been conducted by using circular water channel in Hiroshima University,
Japan. In the first section, the wing scheme and WLE shape was described. The origin
coordinate system (O-xyz) was located on the leading edge where x-axis is parallel to the
flow direction, y-axis is parallel to the span direction of the wing as described in Figure
2. This study was performed with four AR i.e. 1.6; 3.9; 5.1; 7.9 and 9.6. The chord length
(c) of the wing is 125 mm. The WLEs were placed in the leading edge of the wing with
wavelength (W) is 8% of c and amplitude (d) is 5% of c. Figure 3 shows the schematic
view of WLE wing. The shape of WLE is determined as follows:
(1)

, where
is x-coordinate of baseline wing,
is x-coordinate for WLE, W and d is
wavelength and amplitude of WLE, respectively. Plane view of the wings were described
in Figure 4 with baseline and WLE wing. Symmetry plane in the plane view was denoted
as “SP”.

Figure 2. Coordinate system
To approach the humpback whale flipper shape, this study not only employed in
rectangular wing only, but also using taper wing with three types of Taper Ratio (TR).
The TR types was 0.1; 0.3, and 0.5 with AR 7.9 as described in Figure 5. The TR was
defined as follows:
TR =

(2)

where, cwing tip is wing tip chord length (m) with croot is root chord length (m).
Meanwhile the average chord ( ) of taper wing is similar with the chord length of
rectangular wing i.e. 125 mm.
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Figure 3. Schematic view of WLE

(a)

Baseline wing

(b) WLE wing

Figure 4. Plane view of the wings

Figure 5. Plane view of taper wing in various TR
Measuring cross section of circular water channel has a width 1.4 m, height 1.0 m
and length 3.3 m. Figure 6 shows the experimental set-up of the wing during steady case.
The circular water channel has the depth 0.9 m where the wing is placed 0.9 m from
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inlet flow and 0.15 m from the upper surface. Due to the limitation of circular water
channel, the experimental study only performed at AR 1.6; 3.9 and 5.1 only. The
blockage ratio was adjusted to keep the distance between wing tip and the bottom
surface of circular water channel. Blockage ratio 8% was applied in this study where the
blockage ratio is defined as follows:
Blockage ratio =

(3)

where, AR is aspect ratio of the wing, c is chord length (m), and d is depth of outer
boundary (m).

Figure 6. Experimental set-up
Numerical Method
Numerical studies were carried out by using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
with turbulence model SST k-ω. This turbulence model is capable to capture the forces
and flow structures well with the experimental data [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. By
using CFD, the forces and flow pattern distribution on the wing were capable to be
explored. The lift coefficient ( ) and the drag coefficient ( ) defined as follows:
(4)

(5)

where, L : lift force, D : drag force, s : span, c : chord length, ρ : fluid density, : freestream velocity (m/s).
The unstructured trapezoidal meshing was chosen in this simulation where 10
layers were applied around the wing. Figures 7-8 show the mesh configuration on both
wings. Figure 9 describes the domain simulation of AR 3.9 during steady case. The outer
boundary for higher AR were adjusted to catch the similar blockage ratio. The chord
length of the wing was c where it placed 7.2 times of c from the inlet. The inlet boundary
condition was set to uniform velocity, the outer boundary condition was pressure, then
others were set as symmetry. In this case, the half span of the wing was applied.
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Figure 7. Layer thickness around leading edge

Figure 8. Meshing configuration for WLE wing

Figure 9. Domain simulations and its boundary condition (AR 3.9)
RESULTS
Rectangular wing
Grid independency study should be required to establish the accuracy of the
numerical analysis. The AR 1.6 was chosen for the grid independency study at angle of
attack α = 25°. This angle of attack was in the post stall regime where the WLE has
superior lift coefficient. In this case, three types of mesh configuration have been applied
as shown in the Table 1. The number of elements is shown in each type of mesh. Each
type of the mesh configuration was compared to the experimental data then calculate
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the deviation. Ratio L/D was used to analysis the convergencies. Personal computer with
128 GB of RAM was employed to this numerical simulation where time consuming was
one million elements per hour. Based on the deviation, medium mesh configuration has
the lowest deviation 3.43%. Next, the medium mesh configuration was employed in the
following simulations.
Table 1. Grid convergence
Experimental
Coarse
Medium
Fine

Total Elements of Mesh
3,160,847
11,407,996
20,838,293

L/D
2.08
2.00
2.01
1.81

% deviation
3.91
3.43
12.85

In the following figures are the lift coefficient (Cl) and drag coefficient (Cd) in
certain angle at AR 1.6. Figures 10-11 are comparison of experimental and numerical
results for lift coefficient (Cl) and drag coefficient (Cd), respectively. In general, the
tendencies of numerical results were quite good compared to the experiments. As
expected, the WLE wing able to acquire the lift coefficient (Cl) after stall condition at
angles α > 18°. WLE wing has superior forces after post-stall region compared to the
baseline wing [18]. To analyze the WLE effect in various AR, L/D ratio has been carried
out after stall condition i.e. at angles 20°, 25°, and 30° as described in Figure 12.

Figure 10. Lift coefficient (Cl) at AR 1.6

Figure 11. Drag coefficient (Cd) at AR 1.6

In Figure 12 shows the lift coefficient (Cl) and drag coefficient (Cd) of both wings
in various AR. In this section, we are focused on the post stall region only at angles 20°,
25°, and 30°. The effectiveness of AR is necessary to be explored to find out the optimum
AR. Regarding the results in the Figure 12, drag coefficient (Cd) has similar tendency for
baseline and WLE wing. Meanwhile, the lift coefficient (Cl) has slightly differences.
Increasing the AR could posses a higher lift coefficient (Cl) as mentioned in previous
research [19]. The optimizing AR is necessary to be explored to get the benefit of WLE
effect for some utilities such as fin stabilizer and wind turbine. Based on the results in
the Figure 12, AR 7.9 has the highest lift coefficient (Cl) at angle of attack 20°, 25°, and
30° on WLE wing. We may conclude that WLE wing at AR 7.9 is the best performance. To
get a better understanding, the flow pattern on the wing was discussed in the next
section.
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Figure 12. L/D ratio at angles 20°, 25°, and 30° in various AR

a) Baseline wing
b) WLE wing
Figure 13. Pressure coefficient (Cp) on the upper surface of the wing at angle α =
25°
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Figure 13 describes the pressure coefficient (Cp) distribution on the upper
surface of the wing in various AR. The lower Cp has been found around the leading edge
as shown as the blue region area. This lower Cp indicates that the fluid flow through
easier on the surfaces than other side. Significant differences of lower Cp were found
between baseline and WLE wing. The lower Cp in the leading edge was wider on the
WLE wing compared to the baseline wing in various AR. In other hand, the WLEs
existence could control the separation flow on the wing. This interested phenomena
could improve the performance of the wing. Foremost differences blue region area was
found on the WLE wing at AR 7.9 specially around the wing tip area. This hypothesis was
agreed with the lift coefficient (Cl) comparison as mentioned in Figure 12. The
optimizing of AR on the WLE wing is at AR 7.9 where the flow separation has been
controlled due to the WLEs existence. The humpback whale flipper aspect ratio varies
from 3.6 to 7.7 [26]. Further investigation of the wing by using WLE is still needed to
improve its performance. The next section will be investigated how important the WLE
on the modified wing shape into taper wing.
Taper wing
In this section, a comparison of wing shape will be discussed to find out the
maximum benefit of WLE on the wing. As mentioned before, 7.9 on rectangular wing is
the optimum AR with highest lift coefficient (Cl) after stall condition. This AR is similar
to the AR range of humpback whale flipper i.e. 7.7. To improve the wing performance,
the wing shape has been modified into taper wing shape with three types of Taper Ratio
(TR). The WLE shape in taper ratio was similar to rectangular wing.
Validation for numerical work of taper wing has been accomplished by
comparison with experimental data. The root chord length and tip chord length were
200 mm and 57 mm, respectively. Aspect ratio (AR) was 7.74. Figure 14 shows the
comparison of experimental and numerical works of the validation. The mesh set-up in
this numerical study was following the rectangular wing as discussed above. The
tendencies of numerical result were quite agreed with the experimental result. Further
work has been employed with numerical research only for taper wing with three types
of TR.

a) Lift coefficient of taper wing
b) Drag coefficient of taper wing
Figure 14. Comparison of Cl and Cd on taper wing
Similar to the rectangular wing, the analysis of taper wing only focused on the
angle of attack after stall condition, i.e. 20°, 25°, and 30°. Figure 15 describes the lift
coefficient (Cl) in various TR. As expected, the WLE wing with 0.3 TR has highest value
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in three angles of attack. Then, this type of taper wing will be compared to the
rectangular wing to find out the best performance regarding the wing shape.

Figure 15. Lift coefficient (Cl) of taper wing
To clarify the WLE effect in both wing shape, the WLE location was evaluated in
pressure coefficient (Cp) distribution as shown in Figures 17. This comparison evaluated
at angle of attack 20° only. The pressure coefficient (Cp) distribution showed in x-y plane
direction with 4 points located around the WLEs. The plane section is illustrated in
Figure 16 with numbering system started from the wing tip. In general, lower pressure
coefficient (Cp) distribution shown as blue region around the leading edge. Decreasing
the pressure coefficient means that the flow is easier to through the wing. As shown in
Figure 17, wider area of lower Cp distribution was found on the taper wing TR 0.3 in
four sections plane. On the other hand, stronger effect of WLE was significant on taper
wing. It made the taper wing unable to improve the performance.

Figure 16. Numbering system of XY-plane
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Figure 17. Pressure coefficient (Cp) distribution at 20°
As discussed above that the WLE shape was inspired by humpback whale flipper.
In this study, two types of wing shape have been obtained to clarify the WLE effect. A
simple approaching to the flipper shaper, the rectangular wing shape is chosen to
explore the optimum of aspect ratio (AR) of the wing. Then the wing shape is modified
into taper shape. Prove that the existence of WLE on the wing brings a potential feature
to improve the wing performance. Further research should be obtained not only during
steady case but also in unsteady case. This could make the maximum benefit of WLE
which is used in application such as fin stabilizer, wind turbines, and helicopter blade.
CONCLUSION
The effect of Wavy Leading Edge (WLE) on NACA 0018 profile has been evaluated
in experimental and numerical research during steady case. The conclusion obtained is
clarified as follows:
• Inspired by humpback whale flipper which has the flipper with tubercles on their
flipper, the WLE wing research has been done on rectangular wing. Optimizing the
aspect ratio is needed to get the maximum benefit of tubercles. Five aspect ratios
were applied in this study. Aspect ratio 7.9 has the best performance after stall
condition.
• The WLE wing has favorable benefit to generate the lift force after stall condition. The
lift force unable to acquire after stall condition. Furthermore, the stall point has been
delayed.
• Aspect Ratio (AR) 7.9 has the optimum lift coefficient on rectangular wing. This AR is
close to the AR range of humpback whale flipper.
• Optimum AR on rectangular wing has been modified into taper wing shape with three
types of Taper Ratio (TR). The modified wing shape has been obtained to clarify the
WLE effect on the wing. The wing with AR 7.9 and taper ratio (TR) 0.3 is the best
configuration on the WLE wing.
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